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　　Abstract　　Dif ferent f rom other similar studies , in this paper , most of the data were excerpted from historical archives and docu-

ments , and w ere used to study the spatiotemporal dynamics of cultivated land resources in China during the last 300 years.It is clear that
these data may help reveal land use change dynamics and it s regional diff erences , but they may be problemat ic due to the const raints of the

original data in the Ming Dynasty , Conversion of Land Area for the pu rpose of collecting land taxes , and the deliberate or inadvertent

omission of cultivated land area during land surveys , therefore , such data w ere adjusted to our need.In processing the data , w e made
great ef forts to analyze the historical contex t of thei r sources and reduced the possible errors.T he result s show that the cult ivated land area

increased most quickly in the early Qing Dynasty , and slow ed dow n af ter the middle Qing Dynasty , and then w as stable in the late Qing

Dynasty until 1949 , and has been decreasing since then.It i s also found that the cult ivated land use varied greatly in dif ferent regions.The

east of the count ry w as cultivated much more heavily than the w est , but in some w estern provinces cultivated land area increased more

quickly.It is considered that the driving factors of such cultivated land area change include the increase of the population , the polit ical i s-

sues , and the impacts of wars.Natural envi ronmental factors and the int roduction of new crops might also have af fected the cultivated land

use change in the past 300 years.

　　Keywords:　land use , China , last three centuries.

　　Human activities have resulted in the w idespread

transformation of the Earth' s land cover.These

changes in land cover have profound impacts on envi-
ronmental systems around the g lobe.Scientists now
recognize that Land Use & Land Cover Change (in
brief LUCC)is an important driver of the terrest rial

ecosystems evolution
[ 1]
.Studies show that LUCC af-

fects both the st ructure and process of the ecosys-
tem

[ 2]
.The dynamics of reclamation and cultivation ,

an important component of LUCC , also affects the

functioning of the terrest rial ecosystem , including the

process of the carbon circulat ion.The cultivated land

is an important carbon pool , in which about 3 Gt car-
bon is sequestrated in the crops above the g round ,
and about 128 Gt carbon is sequest rated in the culti-
vated soils.The sum of the carbon sequestrated in the

cultivated land accounts for 5.29%of the to tal carbon

in the terrest rial ecosystems
[ 3]
.

In China , a country of agricultural t radition , the
cultivated land area accounts for 13.3% and 9.08%
of her to tal land area and the total cult ivated land area

of the wo rld respectively[ 4 ,5] .Chinese histo ry recla-
mation and cult ivation were alw ay s highly regarded;
there is an old Chinese saying that hunger breeds dis-
contentment.During the past few hundred years , the
reclamation and cultivation in China have undergone

dramatic changes.The correct knowledge of these

changes is crucial to the understanding of the evolu-
tion of global ecosy stems of histo rical times and i ts ef-
fects on today and the future.Although abundant da-
ta f rom historical documents are available , the cor-
rectness and consistency of these data have long been

questioned
[ 6 ,7]

.I t is the goal of this study to analyze

these historical materials based on certain rules , and
appreciate the long-term trends that have shaped the

present and may affect the future.

1　Sources and processing of the data

The time in the history we are interested in is

f rom the Qing Dynasty to the present.Based on the

political systems , it can be divided into three dif ferent
periods , the Qing Dynasty , the Republic of China



(1912 ～ 1949), and the People' s Republic of China

(1949 ～ present).For each period the data come

from dif ferent sources.

1.1　Data sources

M aterials used to study the cult ivated land use

change in each of three periods are as the following:

1.1.1　The Qing Dynasty (1644 ～ 1911)　　Fo r
this period , most of the data come from official gov-
ernment publicat ions and local chronicles authorized

by the government.The fo rmer includes Wenxian

Tongkao of the Qing Dynasty , compiled during the

reign of Qian Long , Hubu Zel i of Jia Qing era.The
lat ter includes Comprehensive Geography of the

Great Qing Dynasty (Daqing Y itong Zhi)also com-
piled during the reign of Qian Long and finished in

1784 , and Jiaqing Chongx iu Y itong Zhi compiled

during the reign of Jiaqing.Besides , some data ob-
tained from contemporary research wo rk[ 8] are also

used.

1.1.2 　Time of the Republic of China (1912 ～
1949)　　The most impo rtant materials fo r this peri-
od are the investigation results of cooperative research

of the department of agricultural economics , Nanjing
University and other related uni ts , such as the Statis-
tical Bureau of National Government.These data in-
volved the studies of many distinguished scientists in

the studies of land use , such as Buck , Baker , Wong ,
Zhang , Chen and Qiao et al.Furthermo re , some sta-
tistical data of the State Statistical Bureau[ 9 , 10] are al-
so used.

1.1.3　Current time(af ter 1949)　　Many statisti-
cal materials for this period of time are available ,
which are also more precise than those of the Qing

Dynasty and the Republic of China.For example ,
there are many different sources of data on cultivated

areas , for w hich Verburg listed as many as nine dif-
ferent groups of data w hen he studied the spatial pat-
tern of land use in China[ 11] .Among them , those is-
sued by the State Stat istical Bureau , and those issued

by the State Land Administ ration , have been most

frequently cited.Although recorded for different pur-
poses by dif ferent insti tutions , these tw o data sets are
closely correlated , and in very good accordance with

each o ther (ten time points were chosen in each data

series randomly , r=0.9431 , p <0.001).The data
from the State Statistical Bureau are adopted in this

study because they have been sy stematically collected

fo r a longer time.

1.2　Methods

The raw data f rom those historical documents ,
especially those pertaining to the Qing Dynasty , may
no t be as reliable as desi red.They must be carefully

analyzed and corrected , and used w ith caution.

1.2.1　Co rrections of the data of the Qing Dynasty.
The data of the Qing Dynasty are prone to errors for

several reasons.First , they w ere rest ricted by the

concept of Original Fixed Number of cultivated land

area
[ 7]
.When the M anchu People entered North Chi-

na and began their conquest of the w hole country ,
most government archives preserved in the palace of

the Ming Dynasty , including the agricultural docu-
ments , were dest royed.The records of land use can

be only found today are those registered during the

reign of Wan Li[ 12] .Hereaf ter , such loss of data

deeply af fected almost all the ag ricultural statistics on

the Qing Dynasty .Second , since such records w ere

created to collect land taxes , Conversion of LandArea
w as used to tax on an equal-land-yield basis.As a re-
sult , the same land areas w ith dif ferent land qualit ies

might be reported as dif ferent amounts.Third , in the
course of land statistics , the records of some lands

might be lost or deliberately hidden.Finally , the u-
nits of land measurement in different regions may dif-
fer f rom each other.

According to records of Hubu Zeli , Qishi Lu

and other ancient books , the cultivated land area in

the middle and the late Qing Dynasty remained al-
most unchanged , which is consistent w ith some o ther

studies
[ 12～ 14]

.According to Yan et al.
[ 15]

and

Du[ 16] , from the 1870s to the 1930s , the cultivated

land areas did no t increase in most parts of China ,
and even decreased in some regions , with the excep-
tions of some new ly cult ivated areas , especially

Northeast China.

Being cautious about the reliability of these data ,
we still assume that they can reflect the general t rend

of cultivated land area change in the Qing Dynasty

and show the regional dif ferences.For the conve-
nience of comparing the data of different times , the
cultivated land area of each province in 1873 was rep-
resented by 100.In the meant ime the land areas of

each province at other times were calculated pro ra-
ta , which w ere named Cultivated Land Area Index

(CLAI)in this study (see Fig .1).As mentioned in
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the above paragraph , the average cul tivated land area

of each province in the Qing Dynasty reached its peak

around 1887 , and after that , i t no longer increased

and even decreased in times of war , but rebounded to

the value of 1887 in 1952 , af ter the foundation of the
People' s Republic of China.The highest cultivated

land areas of each province in 1887 were substituted

by the data of 1952.Since then the total cultivated

land area of the w hole country has been falling steadi-
ly (see Table 1).Then the actual cultivated land area

of each province w as calculated based on the CLAI

(see Table 2).

Fig.1.　Cultivated land area change since 1949 in China.(a)total

cultivated land area;(b)province average cultivated land area.

1.2.2　Data of the Republic of China(1912 ～ 1949)
and af ter the foundat ion of New China (1949 ～
now)　　Compared wi th that of the Qing Dynasty ,
the data of the cultivated land area of the Republic of

China(1912 ～ 1949)are more complete and authori-
tative.They w ere edited by scient ists of the Depart-
ment of Agricultural Economics , Nanjing University ,
based on 1532 reports compiled by agricultural statis-
ticians f rom different provinces[ 9 , 15] .The cultivated

land dynamics w as represented by land index , defined
in a very similar manner to that of the Qing Dynasty

discussed above.The cultivated land area of each

province in 1873 w as also supposed to be 100 , so that
these data can be used directly to join the data series

of the Qing Dynasty (see Fig .1).

After 1949 , stat istics of the State Stat istical Bu-
reau about cultivated land area w ere used.

1.2.3　Treatment of reg ionalism problems　　Dur-
ing the past 300 years , the boundaries betw een Chi-

na' s provinces f requent ly changed , making the study

of each province' s cultivated land area dynamics diff i-
cult.Therefo re we choose the Interior 18 Provinces

of China fo r the Qing Dynasty as the study area be-
cause of their relatively stable terri tories.Since the

borders of these provinces did no t change much in the

Republic of China era[ 17] , the Interior 18 Provinces

of China are also reg arded as the study area of this

period.

This study area corresponds to the current Chi-
na' s domain except for Northeast China , Inner Mon-
golia , Qinghai , Tibet and Taiw an (see Fig.2).
From the late Qing Dynasty to the early times of New

China , Hebei , Rehe , and Chahaer were included in

Zhili Province;Suiyuan w as included in Shanxi

Province , Shanghai in Jiangsu Province;Ningxia in

Gansu Province;and Xikang in Sichuan Province.In
order to keep the data in acco rdance fo r this period ,
Hebei , Tianjin and Beijing were incorporated into a

special region called Jingjin Region;Shanghai was

included in Jiangsu Province;and Ningxia w as in-
cluded in Gansu.This new regionalism is used to cal-
culate the cult ivated land use change of the present

t ime.

Fig.2.　Illust ration of the studied area(The upper and low er fig-

ures represent cu rrent and the Qing Dynasty respect ively).
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Table 1.　Change of cultivated land index of the studied area from year 1661 to 1933

Province 1661 1685 1724 1784 1820 1873 1887 1893 1913 1933

Sichuan 2.56 3.72 46.36 99.59 100.48 100.00 100.07 102.00 104.00 110.00

Guizhou 40.01 35.74 54.17 78.39 103.04 100.00 102.96 115.00 121.00 130.00

Hunan 82.41 44.33 99.73 99.89 100.34 100.00 110.82 88.00 89.00 88.00

Yunnan 55.44 68.96 76.78 88.94 100.82 100.00 99.14 111.00 133.00 131.00

Guangxi 60.02 86.82 90.78 99.54 99.94 100.00 100.07 105.00 117.00 123.00

Guangdong 72.94 87.93 92.34 97.55 99.74 100.00 100.99 101.00 101.00 102.00

Jiangxi 96.13 97.71 105.05 100.01 100.75 100.00 102.43 99.00 93.00 91.00

Hubei 90.02 91.25 93.20 94.58 94.91 100.00 99.62 104.00 109.00 128.00

Henan 53.38 79.66 91.76 101.77 108.27 100.00 99.81 99.00 117.00 115.00

Shandong 75.28 93.96 100.80 93.93 89.73 100.00 127.89 103.00 105.00 99.00

Zhili/ Jingjin 62.94 74.40 96.06 93.17 96.19 100.00 118.63 98.00 100.00 98.00

Shanxi 76.54 83.55 92.41 103.48 98.62 100.00 106.24 103.00 110.00 110.00

Anhui 94.48 103.96 100.36 96.38 97.43 100.00 120.65 106.00 107.00 107.00

Shaanxi 92.36 112.67 118.63 100.75 118.38 100.00 118.39 98.00 95.00 91.00

Gansu 57.19 43.80 92.58 48.69 104.78 100.00 71.27 116.00 117.00 118.00

Fujian 80.52 87.17 103.57 99.86 110.38 100.00 104.70 96.00 92.00 81.00

Jiangsu 97.52 104.26 107.07 100.26 100.75 100.00 116.02 101.00 102.00 110.00

Zhejiang 97.49 96.70 98.92 96.87 98.97 100.00 100.84 102.00 73.00 78.00

Total 1287.24 1396.58 1674.74 1693.66 1823.52 1800.00 1900.55 1847.00 1885.00 1910.00

　　Notes:(1)Original data of 1661 , 1685 , and 1724 w ere obtained from Vols.1 , 2 and 3 of Wenxian Tongkao o f the Qing Dynasty , and here

they w ere ci ted from Statist ics of Registered Permanent Residence , Plow lands and Land Taxes in Past Dynasties in China[ 8] ;the data of 1784 were ex-
t racted from Com prehensive Geography of the Great Qing Dynasty (S iku Quanshu version);the data of 1820 w ere from Jiaqing Chongxiu Y itong

Zhi;the data of 1873 w ere from Hubu Zeli(revised in 1874), and also ci ted from Liang [ 8] .Data of 1873 , 1893 , 1913 and 1933 w ere obtained from

surveys made by the S tatist ical Bureau of Nat ional Government (The Stati stical Bureau of National Government , 1946).(2)When the data of 1873

w ere used , Zhili included Hebei , Rehe and C hahaer , and Shanxi included Suiyuan;Jiangsu included Shanghai;Gansu included Ningxia;Sichuan in-
cluded Xikang.

Table 2.　Change of cultivated land area in the studied area from year 1661 to 1933(Unit:1000 ha)

Province 1661 1685 1724 1784 1820 1873 1887 1893 1913 1933

Sichuan 140.26 203.73 2537.97 5451.81 5500.82 5474.50 5478.50 5583.99 5693.48 6021.95

Guizhou 732.23 654.12 991.42 1434.75 1885.96 1830.34 1884.60 2104.89 2214.71 2379.44

Hunan 2735.58 1471.53 3310.75 3315.90 3331.01 3319.66 3678.80 2921.30 2954.50 2921.30

Yunnan 1357.88 1688.86 1880.58 2178.31 2469.20 2449.19 2428.20 2718.60 3257.42 3208.43

Guangxi 1543.06 2232.10 2333.74 2559.15 2569.30 2570.88 2572.69 2699.42 3007.92 3162.18

Guangdong 2389.81 2880.97 3025.61 3196.22 3267.91 3276.45 3308.89 3309.21 3309.21 3341.98

Jiangxi 2578.66 2621.07 2817.92 2682.82 2702.64 2682.53 2747.70 2655.70 2494.75 2441.10

Hubei 3628.63 3678.30 3757.12 3812.76 3825.91 4031.07 4015.90 4192.31 4393.87 5159.77

Henan 4790.05 7147.60 8233.77 9131.56 9714.83 8972.93 8956.00 8883.20 10498.33 10318.87

Shandong 5581.87 6966.77 7473.64 6964.13 6652.99 7414.48 9482.70 7636.91 7785.20 7340.33

Zhili/ Jingjin 4660.42 5508.45 7112.82 6898.62 7121.90 7404.19 8783.30 7256.10 7404.19 7256.10

Shanxi 3330.99 3636.02 4021.52 4503.07 4291.73 4351.69 4623.13 4482.24 4786.86 4786.86

Anhui 4527.88 4982.06 4809.47 4618.97 4669.21 4792.38 5781.80 5079.93 5127.85 5127.85

Shaanxi 3539.56 4317.80 4546.13 3860.99 4536.56 3832.16 4537.00 3755.51 3640.55 3487.26

Gansu 3530.43 2703.61 5715.03 3005.66 6467.95 6172.77 4399.50 7160.42 7222.15 7283.87

Fujian 987.99 1069.53 1270.79 1225.30 1354.32 1226.98 1284.64 1177.90 1128.82 993.85

Jiangsu 5207.72 5568.00 5717.85 5354.10 5380.44 5340.32 6195.77 5393.72 5447.13 5874.35

Zhejiang 1973.08 1957.16 2002.04 1960.71 2003.12 2023.98 2041.00 2064.46 1477.51 1578.70

Total 53236.10 59287.68 71558.17 72154.83 77745.8 77166.5 82200.12 79075.81 81844.45 82684.19

2 　 Spatiotemporal dynamics of cultivated
land area in China during the past 300 years

The spatiotempo ral dynamics of cultivated land

area in China during the past 300 years w as analyzed

based on the data ment ioned above.

2.1　General trend of cultiv ated land area

The average CLAI of the provinces in the studied

area between 1661 and 1933 , and af ter 1949 can be

used to analy ze the general t rend of cultivated land

area use change in the studied area.
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In Fig .3 , the change of total cultivated land

area in this period was represented by the solid lines ,
and simulated by linear function and polynomial.It
can be seen that the total cultiv ated land area w as in-
creasing during this period.Furthermore , the t rend

can be expressed as a parabolic curve by the follow ing

formula.
CLAI =-0.56 x 2 +9.96 x +63.17 ,

where y is Cultivated Land Area Index , and x is the

serial number of the year.

Fig.3.　Illust ration of culti vated land index change f rom 1661 to

1933.

The CLAI increased quickly in reigns of Kang

Xi , Qian Long and Yong Zheng , and stayed at the

peak value of 107 during Tong Zhi and Guang Xu

reigns.It began to drop at the end of the 19th centu-
ry , and recovered af ter the foundat ion of New China

in about 1952 , and then dropped steadily.

2.2　Intensi ty of cultivation and reclamation in Chi-
na during the past 300 years

The data on cultivated land areas are processed

by GIS software to analyze the spatial dist ribution of

the cultivation and reclamation over time.The results
are illust rated in plate I.

The cultivation index , which is defined as the

ratio of cult ivated area to total land area , is used to

represent the spat ial intensity of cultivation and recla-
mation.Therefore , average cult ivation index reflects

the long-term cult ivation intensity of each province.
The result of this calculation show s that intensities of

cultivation and reclamat ion dif fered significant ly be-
tween different provinces.Northeastern provinces

such as Henan , Jiangsu , Shandong , Hubei , Shanxi ,
Anhui and Zhili were highly cult ivated in the w hole

study period , f rom the beg inning of the Qing Dy-
nasty to the present.In contrast , western provinces

of the country , such as Sichuan , Yunnan , Gansu ,
and Guangxi , were light ly cultivated , as show n in

Plate I.The intensities in northeastern provinces

were far higher than that in other provinces , especial-
ly those in the west , which w ere almost 50 times

low er than the former.The cause of these cultivat ion
and reclamat ion dist ribution patterns may be that the

no rtheast has the most fertile farmland in the coun-
t ry , and has long been fully cultivated in the histo ry.
It is also w orth noting that between these tw o peri-
ods , the cul tivation index of Gansu Province slightly

dropped , while that of Guizhou Province increased.

2.3 　Spatial distribution of cultivated land area in

China during past 300 years

Having show n the t rends of cultivation change of

the w hole country , we are still interested in the re-
gional distinctions between the provinces.In Fig.4
the CLAI of each province at different times is plotted to

illustrate the spatiotemporal characteristics of cultivation.

2.3.1　The Qing Dynasty 　　By the end of the

Ming Dynasty , many farm lands had been abandoned

due to the successive w ars.When political and social

systems w ere rebuilt at the beginning of the Qing Dy-
nasty , the desolated land began to be reclaimed ,
which is called the “recovering increase” in the li tera-
ture[ 13] .Soon after , w ith the rapid increase of popu-
lation , people needed more cropland to feed them-
selves , and they expanded cultivation quickly to pre-
viously desolated areas , especially western provinces

like Sichuan , Guizhou , and Gansu.The increase in

cultivation w as accelerated af ter 1724 , when the pop-
ulation increased most rapidly and many people w ere

immigrated to the west , where they cut the w ood and

g rew new crop breeds(Plate I(a)).As a result the a-
gricultural land in production became larger than al-
most any time in history.The fast grow ing quantity

of cultivated land helped the development of agricul-
ture , but perhaps undermined the ecological environ-
ment[ 18] .

On the other hand , cultivation increase in east-
ern provinces , such as Anhui , Jiangsu and Zhejiang ,
was relatively slow , since in these areas cultivat ion

had almost reached its limit , and there were hardly

any uncultivated arable lands lef t.Thereaf ter this

t rend of cultivated land areas persisted until the end of

19th century (see Plate I (b), (c)).

2.3.2　Times of the Republic of China and the pre-
sent time　　Generally speaking , during the time of

the Republic of China , there w ere not many ex tensive

activities of cultivation , and the cultivated land area

appeared to be stable (see Plate I (c)).
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Fig.4.　Change of CLAI of each province over t ime:f rom year 1661 to 1999.

　　According to the statistical data of the State

S tatistic Bureau , the cultivated land areas began to

drop in most eastern provinces after 1949.In some

w estern provinces , such as in Gansu , Yunnan , and
Sichuan , the cultivation was on the increase.This is
discussed in detail in another paper of our research

(see Plate I (d))
[ 19]

.

3　Analysis of driving forces of cultivation
and reclamation

A variety of driving facto rs were responsible fo r

the cultivation change in the last 300 years.The im-
pacts of human activities on the phy sical environment

w ere among the most significant ones , which will be

discussed below .

3.1　Population g row th

Throughout the ancient Chinese history , popula-
tion w as closely related to the quantity of ag ricultural

land.The relationship betw een the population and

the cultivated land area betw een the beginning of the

Qing Dynasty and 1918 is illustrated in Fig .5.It
shows that the increase of population and cultivated

land area correlated with each other very w ell
[ 12 , 20]

.

During the Qing Dynasty the to tal population

rose f rom less than 100 millions to 400 millions[ 21] .
The major population boom occurred betw een the

middle 18th centrary and the late 19th century.The
fast g row ing population had to be supported by an

Fig.5.　Illust ration of the relat ionship between population and cultivat-

ed land area in the Qing Dynasty and Early Republic of China.

increase in the farm production.Besides technological
innovations , which accounted for productivity in-
crease , a major factor contributing to ag riculture pro-
duction was acreage increases.In some regions , such
as in Zhili , Shandong and some provinces in the south
of the Changjiang River , where almost all arable land
had been brought into production , people had to cul-
tivate aggressively on barren lands and wooded ar-
eas[ 14] .Some of them lef t thei r homeland for the vast

and sparsely populated areas in Northeast China , In-
ner M ongolia and Sichuan.During this period there

were g reat demands for cultivated lands , which re-
sulted in the increase of crop prices and the exhaus-
tion of the country ' s po tential of cultivation and

reclamation.

3.2　Governmental policy issues

Many people were killed or driven out of their
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homes during the successive w ars at the end of the

M ing Dynasty.At the beg inning of the Qing Dy-
nasty , ag riculture w as almost dest royed.According
to the records of Huangqing Zouy i and Qing Shizu

Shi lu , some of the developed ag ricul tural regions ,
such as Zhili , Shandong , Henan , Hunan , Guang-
dong , Guangxi , and some provinces in the south of

Changjiang River , were “ desolate and uninhabited” ,
and “ hardly cultivated” .The Qing government had

to change this situation.

(1)Refo rm of land tax sy stems.The late M ing

Dynasty suffered a lot from natural disasters and po-
litical problems.In order to cope w ith the huge cost

of maintaining its pow er , the government imposed

heavy taxes.Most of the governmental policies of the

M ing Dynasty including the tax systems were adopted

by the Qing Dynasty.The Qing government soon re-
alized that heavy taxes prevented the recovery of ag ri-
culture , and began to change the situation.In the

reign of Shun Zhi , the government began to revise its

tax sy stems.One important action is connecting land

taxes with property rights.The lands w ould be con-
f iscated by the government if the ow ners refused to

pay taxes.This forced the rich families to pay due

taxes to the government
[ 12]

.On the other hand , ac-
co rding to the Encyclopaedia of Taxes and Corfeé
(Fuyi Quanshu), many measures were taken to low er

the land owners' taxes during and af ter the reign of

Kang Xi.This greatly helped the recovery of the

country' s economy.

(2)Reform of corfeé tax policies.The most im-
po rtant regulation enforced about tax sy stem was the

combination of taxes w ith corfeé .The emperor Kang

Xi decided to f reeze the quota of corfeé tax fo r each

local government.The direct effect w as that no ex tra
corfeé taxes were collected due to population increase

in the dist rict.This greatly stimulated both the culti-
vation and the population g row th during the w hole

Qing Dynasty.

(3)Encouragement of reclamation and improve-
ments of water systems.Other actions w ere taken to

encourage land reclamation.In the middle of Kang Xi

reign , land owners were allowed to postpone the pay-
ing of land taxes , off icials responsible for regional

reclamation were rew arded , and lands were returned

to monarchs of the Ming Dynasty by the name “Civil
Lands” (Geng Ming Tian), etc.These measures

contributed to the rapid increase of cultivated land

area in Sichuan , Yunnan , Shaanxi provinces.

　　Still in the reign of Kang Xi , renovation of pub-
lic facili ties and ag ricultural inf rast ructure took place ,
of which the improvement of irrigation sy stem was

one of the most impo rtant achievements in agricul-
ture.Chen Huang , a water-control expert , was the
leading figure in the success of controlling the Yellow

River at that time.These series of changes led to the

increase of cultivated land areas in Henan , Jiang su
and other provinces along the Yellow River.

3.3　Wars and rebellions

During the past few hundred years , China suf-
fered f rom many w ars , including domestic rebellions

and invasions of foreign forces , which had profound

impacts on society and economy , and also influenced

the dynamics of cult ivated land area in certain regions

at certain times.

(1)Revolt of the Three Feudatories (San Fan

Zhi Luan).Three Ming turnover generals Wu San-
gui , Shang Kexi , and Geng Jingzhong started a fierce
revolt to challenge the Qing' s rule in 1674.This is
said to be one of the largest civil w ars in history and

involved most provinces of south China.In Hunan

and Yunnan bat tles w ere fought wi th Wu Sangui' s
fo rces;in Guangxi and Fujian w ith Geng Jing zhong' s
fo rces;and in Guangdong wi th Shang Zhixin' s

fo rces.A loyal follow er of Wu Sangui , Wang

Fuchen , the police chief of Shaanxi Province , rose up
and brought Shaanxi and Gansu into w ar against the

Qing army.The war lasted until 1681 and severely

damaged China' s ag riculture.As a result , the culti-
vated land area dropped significantly.The comparison
of the CLAI in 1685 , soon af ter the w ar w as ended ,
w ith the yearly average CLAI and wi th the CLAI be-
fore the w ar of each province show s that the fo rmer

w as much lower than the lat ter in the provinces in-
volved in the w ar (see Fig.6).

(2)Rebellions in middle and late 18th century.
At the end of Qian Long reign , political corruption ,
overpopulation , and other social problems caused the

Qing Dynasty to decline.People in hopeless situations

began to rise up against the government.The most

famous movements w ere the White Lotus Sect Rebel-
lion , the uprising of farmers led by Wang Lun , and
the Triad Sect (Sanhe Hui), etc.Although most of

these uprisings broke out in remote areas , they affect-
ed some central regions , and caused the abandonment

of some farmland , which explains the decrease of cul-
tivated land area in the 1780s(see Fig.3).
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Fig.6.　Comparison betw een cultivated land area in 1685 with yearly average.

　　(3)The Taiping Rebellion.Another major up-
heaval occurred then w as the Taiping Rebellion led by

Hong Xiuquan.It is the most brutal civil w ar in Chi-
nese history , which lasted nearly 15 years and killed

more than 20 million lives.Agriculture suffered seri-
ously , especially in regions di rectly involved.As a re-
sult , the increase rate of cultivated land index in An-
hui , Hubei , Jiangxi and Jiangsu provinces dropped to

far low er than other provinces(see Fig.4).

Besides , other w ars , such as the Opium Wars ,
the w ar of Resistance against Japanese Ag ression , the
battles betw een the w arlords , etc.also affected culti-
vation at that time.

3.4　Other factors

Natural facto rs and the int roduction of new crops

also greatly influenced the agriculture in China during

this period , and might have connection w ith the

change of ag ricultural land areas.

(1)Natural facto rs.Since agriculture and culti-
vation rely heavily on the climate , the climate change
and related natural disasters are direct facto rs to influ-
ence cultivation and reclamation.Although the long-
term climate change had li tt le effects on agriculture ,
the mesoscale period of shift from w arm to cold in

North China and Northeast China was responsible fo r

the drought and f lood[ 22] .There were mo re such nat-
ural disasters in the cold period , and vice versa.The
studies of Wang and Huang[ 22] on the relationship be-
tween natural disasters and crops price in the Qing

Dynasty in the delta of the Yangtse River also show

that natural disasters were one of the determining fac-
tors in cultivation.

(2)Introduction of new crops.In the Qing Dy-
nasty many new fruits and crops were int roduced to

China from abroad , which helped Chinese people to

obtain bet ter nourishment.Among these new breeds ,

corn (Zea mays) and potatoes (Solanum tubero-
sum), introduced in the 18th century , were consid-
ered the most important , since they have high yield

and can be g row n on lands of poor qualit ies w hich

were not sui table for t raditional crops
[ 23]

.The crop-
land increase near the mountains and other harsh

places could be at tributed to the cultivation of these

crops.Acco rding to historical records crops grow n in

most of the mountain reg ions in Shaanxi , Sichuan ,
Guizhou , Zhejiang , Guangdong and Guangxi w ere

corn and potatoes , the main sources of food for the

people in these areas[ 13] .

4　Conclusions and discussions

In this paper the spatio temporal dynamics of cul-
tivated land resources in China were studied based on

historical archives and documents.The follow ing con-
clusions can be draw n:

(1)During the last 300 years , cultivated land

area has an obvious trend of increase.The increase

w as most rapid at the beginning of the Qing Dynasty ,
and became stable in the middle of the 19th century.
After 1949 , the cultivated land area began to drop

steadily.

(2)The cultiv ated land use has varied wi th dif-
ferent regions.The east of the country was mo re

heavily cultivated than the west.However , the culti-
vated land area of some western provinces increased

more quickly than that of the eastern provinces.

(3)The major driving factors of spatiotemporal

dynamics of cultivated land resources are the increase

of the population , the adjustments of related govern-
ment policies , and the impact of wars.The changes

of natural environmental and the int roduction of new

crops , such as corn (Zea mays) and potatoes

(Solanum tuberosum), also contributed to the culti-
vated land use change in the past 300 years.
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Due to the limitations of the data sources , only
primary conclusions can be draw n.If further data are
obtained to reduce the error of the statistics in each

province , more precise and reliable conclusions can be

reached based on the results of this paper.This w ill
be considered in future w ork.
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